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QUICK AND SIMPLE MEASUREMENT OF SHORT AND LONG DISTANCES
The measuring wheel is the perfect tool for measuring both long and short
distances, either along straight lines or around bends. This practical piece of
equipment is suitable for indoor and outdoor use, and both commercial and
domestic applications. The wheel is fitted with a counter, which makes it much
quicker to take measurements than with a tape measure. Plus, users can easily
take measurements single-handedly without assistance.
WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
Measuring wheels are used in road building, gardening and landscaping projects to
measure plots, sports pitches, lawns and more. The police and other experts also
use them, for example, to take official measurements at the site of an accident.
HIGH PRECISION COUNTER ABOVE THE WHEEL
Measuring wheels measure distances using a mechanical counter. The counter is
connected to the wheel and counts the number of rotations made. The distance
covered by the wheel is then clearly displayed on the shock-resistant counter, which
is positioned above the wheel.

MEASURING
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A PRACTICAL TOOL
Measuring wheels are easy to store and transport thanks to their adjustable handle,
light weight and compact design.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Easily transportable, thanks to a practical size and low weight
Precise measurement results at a tolerance of ± 3mm/m due
to a wear-resistant plastic wheel
Flexible and easy to use thanks to the steplessly height-adjustable
telescopic guide rod
Quick to reset using zeroing lever positioned on the side of the 5-figure counter
Measurement is quicker and easier than with a measuring tape
Measurements can be carried out by one person

MEASURING WHEELS

MW 305
The MW 305 measuring wheel combines quality and reliability with a practical
size at a low weight. The analogue lightweight measuring wheel is particularly
suitable for measuring short distances, indoor and outdoor. In addition, curved and
asymmetrical surfaces can also be measured very easily using the manoeuvrable
measuring wheel.

The ergonomic pistol grip ensures additional comfort, and the height-adjustable
telescopic guide rod with safety reflectors ensures safe work, in particular in road
traffic. The 5-figure analogue counter above the measuring wheel also registers
reverse measurements, can be read from a standing position, and can be easily
reset at the press of a button.
The measuring wheel can be supported using a lateral folding stand.
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Thanks to its practical size, the low weight, and the steplessly adjustable telescopic
rod, the MW 305 can be effortlessly packed into any toolbox and is very easy to
transport. The 5-figure analogue counter resets each time the button is pressed,
and also registers reverse measurements. In combination with the wear-resistant
plastic wheel, precise measuring results at a tolerance of ± 3mm/m make the mini
measuring wheel a winner.

MW 1000
The MW 1000 standard measuring wheel is suitable in particular for measuring long
and straight distances, such as in road building or landscaping. The stable spoked
wheel remains reliably in the track and ensures optimum smooth running, with the
result that long distances can be measured with ease.

Adjustable guide rod
Flexible and easy to use thanks to the steplessly heightadjustable telescopic grip.

5-figure counter
The counter above the measuring wheel also allows
for reverse measurements – i.e. subtractions – can be
read comfortably from a standing position, and can be
easily reset at the press of a button.

Folding stand (MW 1000)
Stable support leg can also be folded out to the side,
and thus support the measuring wheel at any time.
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Measuring wheels

MEASURING WHEELS
MW 1000
Model

VP

MW 1000

VE

Art. Nr.

EAN

1

57080201

9002719038160

High-quality rubber wheel
Extra-strong pistol grip
Robust metal telescope guide rod
Fold-out side stands
Safety reﬂector

MW 305
Model

VP

MW 305

VE

Art. Nr.

EAN

1

57080101

9002719038153

MEASURING
WHEELS

Compact and space-saving
High-quality rubber wheel
Robust aluminium telescope guide rod

Technical details:

MW 1000

MW 305

Item description

Measuring wheel

Measuring wheel

Special characteristic

Wheel circumference 1000 mm

Wheel circumference 305 mm

Graduations

dm/m

dm/m

Measuring tolerance

±3.00 mm

±3.00 mm

VE Packaging unit

VP packaging

Foil/bag/unwrapped

Self-service packaging

Sales box

Carrying case

Case
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